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Introduction
Here we go... Things happen when I get bored. In this case, I realized I was spending too
much time on my computer and needed a non-digital distraction. Why not purchase a card game
with Role Playing elements, I wondered, where I can look at character cards, come up with
strategies, upgrade my level and / or gear possibly, and in general immerse myself into a fantasy
adventure using dice and simple head to head duels.
Because I am currently writing a series of novels based on Arthurian lore, my first idea was
to find a card game with a medieval theme to it. Since I already crowd up my head with all sorts
of information for my fiction, this game would have to be easy to learn and play, and it would
have to primarily be a solo game, as I don’t exactly have a big crowd of role-playing enthusiasts
around me. I visited Board Game Geek, Board Games Dot Com and many other sites and blogs
in searching for fantasy card games with the highest ranks and popularity, and next I went over
to Youtube and watched, hmm, maybe 50 hours’ worth so far of gamers reviewing these games,
showing how to play them, and playing through actual scenarios.
In this article, I will be giving an overview of my gaming experience, so you will know
where I’m coming from, followed by my first perceptions of some of the most popular games on
the market, and hopefully, I will have one or two solid selections to purchase in my conclusion.
#####
What I Enjoy
I’m not a complete stranger to board, card and / or strategy games, but I come from a
generation before most of the game designs evolved into what you see on the hobby store shelves
today. When I watch some of the review and tutorial videos on Youtube, I see gamers with tons
of games sitting on shelves behind them; that’s not me. If I find a game I like, I stay loyal to that
game for years, and even decades. I’ll list some of my favorite games that I have enjoyed in the
past, and what I liked about them most.
Dungeons & Dragons - (Original edition reprint sells for $149.) Admittedly, I never played
D&D all that much. This game was very popular in the mid-eighties when I was a teen, but you
have to understand that I came from a religious household. At that time, Christians were ranting
and railing that D&D was a Satanic game. Say what you will about the Christian religion, but
there was some valid basis for their concern. Young people playing D&D back then got too
caught up with their role-playing characters, and there were cases where people actually
committed suicide after their characters were killed in an adventure.
I ended up getting a copy of D&D in my late teens or early twenties, and I was excited
about that at first. After I began reading through the huge rulebook, I figured I would have to
become an expert player first, so I could teach somebody else to play with me. I never found
anyone interested enough to learn the rules, I got bored with the game when I tried to play it solo
because of the Game Master requirement and planning, and soon after I got rid of it. The one
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thing I really loved about D&D was the lore in both the characters and the complex scenarios,
but the extremely detailed rules not so much.
APBA and Strat-O-Matic Baseball - (APBA sells for $30, but only includes 4 baseball
teams. A full season set with all 30 teams costs $75 more. Strat-O-Matic is much cheaper at $50
for the full game and one season.) Basically, these types of games set a gamer in the role of a
baseball manager. A team line-up is arranged, as well as one for an opposing team, and an entire
nine-inning baseball game is played over the course of about 45 minutes to an hour. I used to
love baseball, its teams, players, stats, and again, all of the lore associated with the Grand Old
Game, and enough of that nostalgia was passed on through the cards that I fell in love with both
of these games.
I liked that I could play these games with others or solo, and I could choose tournaments or
even full season replays if I wanted to. I’ve played a ton of games, for around a full 15 years or
so, from the offerings of both companies. I always played the physical versions where I would
roll dice for each and every at-bat, because I like holding the player cards in my hands instead of
watching them on a screen. The problems with these games are that they have their drawbacks
based on their card designs, keeping stats can become tedious and the price for each season’s
players went up so much I didn’t think they were worth buying anymore. One aspect I especially
enjoyed was being able to toss all my players into a large pool and having a draft to create new
teams.
Magic The Gathering - (Prices vary, but a core set with a few booster packs runs at about
$45.) I enjoyed playing this game right out of the 2 player starter box. I did not like the idea of
having to buy a million booster packs to build my deck, and having all these common cards
piling up as a result. This was a big problem for me as I have always been a collector, so not
being able to easily complete additional sets was aggravating. I played with others at first, but
their interest waned because they weren’t into fantasy as much as I was. I loved the artwork on
the cards, the dueling system and the idea of different strengths for different character cards.
Blizzard’s Diablo I and II - (Diablo I is way out of print, but you can find a few copies on
Amazon for $99. Diablo II runs about $19.) Back in the day, D1 was a breakthrough game that
brought role playing elements onto a computer. This is the granddaddy of all modern dungeon
crawlers, where you chose a specialized character and went looking for gear, loot, and where you
constantly had to bash monsters. The greatest thing about this game was its gothic, horror
atmosphere, and the worst was that its replay value was fairly low with its limited scenarios and
locations.
When D2 came along, all of the horror was replaced with an adventure theme. The
characters were highly specialized in their abilities, and the search for upgrading items was
essential to reach higher levels and beat tougher bosses. I loved playing D2 solo, and I also loved
playing online on Battle Net with people from all over the world. The dueling was fantastic, the
bosses fierce, and the potential item drops made this game highly addictive for me. The worst
thing about this game were the eternal Spam Bots on Battle Net (Remember those?) and the tons
of crappy drops I had to go through while searching for Godly Gear. The best things were the
sense of accomplishment after I finally beat a boss after he’d kicked my ass twenty times, and
having buddies to play with while beating quests and going on boss runs. When I said I was loyal
to my games, I meant it! Diablo II is THE best video game I have ever played.
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That’s basically it for me, as far as games go. I dabbled here and there with other games,
and I did like empire building scenarios for a time, but everything else I could walk away from
without going through withdrawal symptoms. So, these are the elements that I’ll be looking for
while I am searching for a game with role-playing elements.
* A medieval scenario, for starters.
* A game with a medium learning curve, because I hate having to refer to rules all the time
for clarification, or at several charts like I did with the baseball games. At the same time, I hate
when my games are too simple and have no strong replay value.
* A game with a strong focus on characters and story. A bonus for a game where the
characters can actually use the gear they find, and if they can level up or upgrade skills as the
game progresses.
* The game should be fairly popular, in the case I run into other gamers that I can play with.
* A game that isn’t static all the time. Changing landscapes made certain Diablo locations
and quests bearable, with different monsters spawning automatically and forests, dungeons and
whatnot all changing around every time the game was played.
* I game I can afford!
A card or board game with mechanics like Diablo II would be perfect. So let’s see what I
can find that meets most of these conditions.
#####
Popular Candidates
Following are my reviews on card and board games with role-playing elements that are
frequently seen on Top Ten or Best lists. Note that a lot of fanboys on Youtube won’t say even
one negative word on these games, so I ended up scouring through game sites, blogs and forums
to get more balanced reviews. Since you can find the glowing reviews and tutorials on Youtube,
I’ll concentrate mostly on what I did not like about the games. (As it turns out, a lot of YT
gaming channels are sponsored by game stores, so they never badmouth their products.)
Pathfinder Card Game - Rise Of The Runelords Base Set ($65)
* Minus - A solo gamer cannot play all scenarios. Multiple players are required just to open
certain locations. I know I can get around this by playing as multiple players, but do I really want
to roll dice for 4 to 6 players so I can do everything in a campaign?
* Minus - Several types of dice are used. Why? This is overkill. When I played my baseball
card games, I understood that a narrow range could be achieved in stats like batting averages by
using only 2 6-sided dice. Over the course of a season, a slugger is going to belt his 20 to 30
home runs, strikeout and all the rest accurately with 36 dice results. Having this many dice adds
too much complexity to this game.
* Minus - Before you can touch anything, you have to run a check. You can’t even pick
something up off the ground without rolling a dice. Come on! Save the dice checks for combat or
changing locations, not for grabbing something random.
* Minus - You find a good piece of armor and a weapon, so you put it on and you increase
your defense, right? Nope! You put that good piece of gear on the bottom of your pile of cards,
so you increase the chance of picking up the next item, so you can add another dice roll, or so
you can avoid damage to your character. This is the kind of game mechanic I don’t like. If you
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find good gear, rationally you would put it on and use it. Basically, when you ‘recharge’ an
armor, the armor takes the damage and you don’t, and when it circulates through your stack of
cards again, it is magically returned to full power and ready to ‘use’ again, probably for another
check or dice roll, instead of for combat. Blessings and Allies are treated the same way.
* Minus - Thanks to the above dynamic, all character and item cards are rendered
meaningless. No matter how cool that new peace of gear looks, you’re only going to use it once,
and that will probably not be for combat but for a check and extra dice roll. The game becomes
more of a poker game where you gain and discard cards per round than it does to advance a story
scenario. A poker game with numerous dice rolls.
* Minus - You can end up battling the Boss Monster at every location, and more than once
per location. That means the villain can kill you multiple times, but you can only kill it once.
What is the reward for completing the scenario? It isn’t gear, wealth or weapons, but you do get
to advance your character.
* Plus - Your character can level up. Cool! Wait.... Minus - You have to purchase more
adventures to fully develop your character. This game costs $50 to $60 new, and it doesn’t even
come with placemats for the game cards or your character’s cards. Those cost extra. The game
box is nifty in that it has enough room for further card sets, and those run at $20 bucks a pop.
This game becomes a subscription service if you want to enjoy all you can from it.
* Plus - The characters are individualized and have their own specialties. Their cards are
very detailed in stats. Some characters work well with others, but some don’t. All that sounds
and looks great.
* Minus - I am watching a play-through for the Skulls And Shackles version. The cards are
renamed, but they are basically the same as the Runelords Base Set in their mechanics. Worse,
this version has boats and ships. If the ship you’re on is damaged, that means your character
might also get damage. Leaky boats make you lose health. Really?
Pathfinders conclusion - I like the character cards. That’s about it. The game dynamics
aren’t very good for an RPG that evolved from the original Dungeons & Dragons game, and all
the other cards are designed less for the items they represent and more to gain excessive dice
rolls and one time benefits.
Your character isn’t gradually getting stronger or wiser as he / she goes along, as the Boss
Monster could come up in the first round by random chance and take you out. There is no good
payoff for getting rid of the Boss Monster, except for the payoff the game company gets when
you buy the next adventure pack in the series. Adding insult to injury, that Boss is going to
always jump to another location will its full health, because your gear does absolutely no damage
to it unless you kill it during a single round.
The extra Base Sets don’t seem to add much except to re-label and re-color everything, and
they follow the same exact path as the original set. So much for the title of Pathfinder, huh? The
result is one expensive adventure re-branded into several similar expensive adventures. This is
one path I won’t be taking.
Lord Of The Rings Living Card Game - ($40)
* Unknown - The difficulty in learning the game is questionable. One reviewer said this
game was fine for casual players who only played every week or two. Another said the rules
were too hard to keep track of if he was playing other games with his friends. In one game-play
video, the veteran player kept encouraging two novices on how they should play their cards,
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because the rookie players could not make their minds up from the many options they had open
to them.
* Minus - Each round consists of seven separate steps, and playing one card could trigger
several other cards in sequence. It would be more tolerable if some of these steps were
interaction or combat between the Heroes and the Villains, but combat is only one of the seven
steps. The rest looks very tedious and meant to consume time more than to advance the flow of
the game. (The game with the two novices was very awkward!)
* Minus - One reviewer complained that no matter how he set up his card deck, and no
matter how he planned his strategies, too many times the game look to be won or lost based on
random dice rolls that could not be overcome. If you cover your bases and follow the rules, like
the rulebook says you should, and then a few bad dice rolls take all your planning away and kill
your characters, yeah, that might aggravate me somewhat. One other game, Mice And Mystics,
apparently also has this deficiency, where some players lose more games than they win, even
when they are being careful with their moves. This reminds me of the Pathfinder game, where
you might encounter the Boss Monster, and barely scrape past him, then a couple of rounds later,
the same Boss Monster might pop up again with full health to destroy your weakened characters.
* Minus - I’ve noticed some glitches, or nonsensical mechanics, in the game play. Allies
show up for one round, and then they’re tossed away. Allies absorb damage that was meant for
your character, so they basically become brittle wooden shields. Simply announcing a card
causes damage to Villains. All I have to do is shout out, I have come to battle, and suddenly
wounds appear on the bad guys. How nice. A player can choose which characters will go
questing and which will stay out of harm’s way. Really? I thought a major premise of this game
is to take the Heroes out on adventures, instead of having them sit on the sidelines.
* Minus - The game has several little markers to keep track off. These include Resources,
Wounds and Progress bits. Good luck keeping your game pieces intact if you have kids.
* Minus - If a player takes damage, that player can delegate which of his characters are hurt.
I don’t like this dynamic at all. I like Hero A dealing damage and taking damage from Villain A,
and no jumping around to pass the damage elsewhere.
* Plus - The artwork on the cards is amazing.
Lord Of The Rings conclusion - You have a great set of books, and a great movie franchise
in recent years, and then you take all of the lore, suspense and action from those and replace it
with constant fretting and calculating for future potential encounters. The rounds are too damned
long, and too much time is wasted without any real action taking place.
This game is described as a Living Card Game, but it is more like a siphoning card game.
The same as with the Pathfinder money pit, this game has all kinds of extra decks and expansions
and further adventures and whatnot, and they don’t come cheap as they run at least $20 bucks a
pop, after the initial game purchase of between $50 and $60 smackers. One reviewer said the
base game was too limited and simple, which forces the player to buy additional merchandise,
while another player said that realistically you can plan on spending $160 to $180 or more if you
want to get the full experience. One guy that reviewed this game said he played the base game to
completion and got rid of it right away, since he knew the game was addictive enough to compel
him to make future purchases.
I’ll tell you how much I want to commit to this game: Zero Dollars. For a card game based
on Lord Of The Rings, and that includes some Role-Playing elements, I didn’t feel a single
smash of a sword against a buckler, or hear the zing of an arrow flying through the air. The same
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as with the Pathfinder game, there was no strong or emotional payoff when a big villain or
monster was defeated. All you get are bragging rights.
Maybe I have set a high standard or maybe I have a low tolerance to waste half my life
learning intricate rules, but here’s what I am comparing these card games to. When I used to play
my baseball games, I would feel elated when my batter hit an important home run, and defeated
when I put a reliever in during the late innings, only to see him give up the winning run a few
pitches later. I had a few no-hitters while playing APBA, and let me tell you, those last few
innings were full of suspense and anticipation. Also, when playing Diablo II, I would feel
overjoyed when discovering a needed rune or a gold item I could use on my characters. Even if I
didn’t get a good item drop, it was still a thrill to kill a Boss Monster when I played the game
solo or with Internet buddies. I’m not getting that same sense of accomplishment from either one
of these two card games.
Mage Knight Board Game - ($65)
* Minus - This game is incredibly complicated. Even fanboys stated this game has a steep
learning curve and is best enjoyed by only two players, as more players would increase the
playing time considerably. I watched about 5 hour-plus tutorials and read through one extensive
review. Every video showed the reviewer grumbling because they’d forgotten some rule and
could not go back to change their error. If even the enthusiasts are unable to keep the rules
straight, what hope can a casual player like me expect to have? As an example of the minutiae,
there are variations for traveling, engaging monsters and using crystals based on whether it is day
or night in the game.
* Minus - The Hero of the game is actually the bad guy. His whole purpose is to sack
monasteries, towns and cities and conquer the people that live there. Sorry, but I’d rather be
Luke Skywalker instead of a Sith Lord, okay?
* Minus - The set-up for the game might take half an hour. It takes me about five minutes to
set up a baseball game. All I had to do there, basically, was create the line-ups, decide on starting
pitchers, and write all the names down. After half an hour, I might be on the fifth or sixth inning.
I do want a medium complexity to the game I’ll end up buying, but I’d rather not be playing a
solo game that might take something like two hours’ worth of my time, and even longer if I end
up bribing someone else to learn the rules so they can play with me.
* Minus - This game has a million cards, map pieces, tokens and shards. I don’t even have a
table big enough to fit all that on! I guess it will end up on the floor, unless I have those pesky
pieces of furniture getting in the way.
* Minus - Mage Knight is so complex, some players recommend that they deliberate their
options while other players are actively taking their turns. That’s pretty bad when you can’t even
see what the guy next to you is doing, because it will take both of you 20 minutes to make a
move with your characters.
* Minus - One reviewer made a comment about having locations that would be impossible
in the real world. He gave a few examples, including having to attack a city built in the middle of
a swamp, with no roads leading into it and no farming lands around it. The Mage Knight has to
go in there and conquer that place. The location doesn’t make any sense, and neither does the
idea of wanting to take such a place over.
* Even - Some reviewers complained that this game has no flavor text and no lore such as
Lord Of The Rings. Others said this didn’t matter because the Mage Knight is basically creating
his or her own lore during the campaigns. I love reading a good fantasy story, so having good
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lore is a plus for me, but I won’t knock the game for that. However, if you think about it, the
game mechanics have the Mage Knight attacking civilian targets over and over. The only lore
being created is imperialistic, expansionist and colonial. (I already mentioned that I don’t like
those kinds of raiding and pillaging goals, especially after all the historical research I’ve done
regarding the conquest and killing of innocents. Let’s not promote that, okay?) Having zero lore
is fine for one aspect of an adventure, but no matter how complicated the game is, the basic
objective is always the same. So you sack a city, and what to you do next? You go and sack a
second city, and then a third. Oh, wait, that last location was a very evil monastery full of evil
monks instead of a regular city. Where is the variety in that?
Mage Knight conclusion - I see this game as having a huge amount of repetition covered up
by a million and a half bells and whistles. I heard a couple of reviewers raving over how each
Mage Knight had their individual abilities and were very diverse, but I only saw one basic
character with minor differences in abilities. The game has no lore to give it flavor, basically
making it an overly complex strategy game with a superficial fantasy backdrop. The names of
the towns and their inhabitants don’t really mean anything, just as the Mage Knight’s mission is
pretty much conquer, conquer, conquer with no real payoff other than to destroy cities and the
people living in them because he or she can. Yeah, yeah, it’s only a game, but that is the same
type of strategy thinking that world leaders have used historically, and in my opinion, no
conquest that took place by force was ever good for the people who were conquered.
If you want to spend twenty minutes every turn wondering what your character is going to
do next, instead of actually doing something, be my guest. I want to go out and save some towns,
not burn them to the ground. I want to do some other stuff too, like exploring a cave or dungeon,
or getting into a brawl at the tavern or defending a manor with a squad of other knights while the
lord and lady pray that all ends well.
Conclusions so far - I’ve researched several games at this point, including some from other
genres such as horror and science fiction. Sticking with this medieval theme that I started off
with, Pathfinder, Lord Of The Rings and Mage Knight are, indisputably, the best and most
popular games in the fantasy / RPG card game or board game ranks, based on numerous Top Ten
lists on gaming sites, blogs and videos. These games are described as being adventure games, but
they’re really not. They are tedious card games adorned with pretty images. Pathfinder and Mage
Knight have nothing like a story, while LOTR has a vague story and locations based on the
famous books. There is no character travel in Pathfinder or LOTR, while you do see that in MK.
Pathfinder and MK have reasonable ways to level up a character, while Pathfinder and LOTR are
big money pits to keep a player subscribing for more and more expansions, character packs,
shorter adventures and whatnot (not to mention costly miniature figures, card sleeves and play
mats).
None of these games has the true adventure where narrative and story beat complex game
mechanics, a smooth flow of play and the casual, medium level gaming experience that I’m
looking for. My search for the perfect game for me will have to delve into fantasy games that
aren’t in the Top Ten, but more in the Top Ten to Twenty range.
Runebound 3rd Edition Board Game - ($50)
* Even - The playing board shows open terrain. The bad thing about having a complete map
at the start is that all the action is restricted within its boundaries. The good thing is that you
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always know how far you are from towns and other players. For my personal tastes, I think I
prefer such a full map, as opposed to a tile game where you add tiles as your character travels.
* Even - Instead of regular dice, this game uses dice marked as terrain for travel and small
round markers for combat results. Update: Make that a Minus. I’ve soured on the idea of using
tokens to settle combat instead of rolling dice. One reviewer called this gimmicky. Dice rolls
really are preferable to dropping tokens.
* Plus - The story is dynamic. There is an overall progression from Start to Finish, but
frequently, side quests will have a character going back and forth to other locations. The result is
a different progression with every game.
* Plus - A character actually gets to wear and use the equipment he or she gets a hold of.
* Minus - In competitive multi-player games, side quests favor the player that is closest to
where the quest is located. In the case of acquiring some bonus item such as armor, that means
the closest player might grab it, while any other players are way across the board and have no
chance to reach it.
* Minus - The monsters are comparatively stronger than the heroes, understandably, but
some players complain that their characters don’t level up very quickly to make battles more
even.
* Minus - When a hero loses a battle, they get to rest until they roll at least 1 Life Point.
They don’t lose wealth or gear, and they don’t die. I don’t really like that going to sleep for a
while idea. The easy workaround for this is to allow your character to die permanently, or to lose
maybe a third or half of the crap that character is lugging around. I do recall in Diablo 2 games,
where I would be left fuming after losing wealth and experience after my character lost a battle. I
think there has to be some penalty for dying in Runebound, but I don’t mind a relatively lighter
penalty because a lot depends on the random rolls of the tokens. It has to be better than taking a
recovery nap, though.
* Minus - Whenever a bad guy shows up to fight, the game forces players to become that
bad guy, and to intelligently attack other players. This is not a joke. I’m being serious here. In a
co-op game where you and your friends are trying to get rid of the bad guys, you have to become
the bad guy and attack your friends. I guess this shit game mechanic was adjusted in an
expansion, but I’m not buying any stinking expansion.
Runebound conclusion - Initially, I was excited about this game. After having gone through
a few reviews, un-boxing and game play videos, I’m now sitting on the fence. One review
mentioned that this game becomes monotonous after three or four plays, and as was the case
with some of the earlier mentions, a few bad rolls of the dice can cause your character to die,
regardless of how much strategy and gear you’ve got going for you. I like open terrain game
boards, and I like unexpected quests to make my characters change their plans, but I don’t like
overpowered monsters that are always several levels higher than the heroes. This would be fine if
a character just starting out gets trounced, but even a character with some experience and better
gear can get insta-killed the same way. For now, this game is a Maybe. Update: It sank down to a
Minus.
Darkest Night Board Game - ($135 - $140)
* Minus - Victory Point Games is selling this for $134. This is way out of my price range,
but I’m willing to watch the reviews for this game anyway. It looks interesting.
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* Plus - In the background story for this game, the bad guy has already won, so the good
guys are trying to overthrow an evil that already rules the land. I like this darker theme much
more than a vanilla setting where heroes simply stroll along and bump into random quests.
* Even - This is my first impression, so that might change with further research. There is
only one broadly reaching goal, and that is to defeat the necromancer that has taken over the
land. In other words, everything is geared towards achieving this single objective.
* Plus - Again my first impression, but the game actions and dice rolls make common sense.
There doesn’t look to be all this other clutter and extra crap most other games so liberally
demand.
* Minus - The game board only has seven locations: 1 safe haven and 6 places the
characters can explore. Other games such as Mage Knight and Runebound have a much broader
area for adventure spread out into regions with several locations (and many more quests) to
travel through.
* Plus - In the 2nd Edition of the game, there are over 2 dozen characters to choose from.
The characters are very well defined, and so is the main antagonist, a necromancer who is
constantly summoning monsters and curses to hinder the heroes.
Darkest Night conclusion - At this point, I have watched about 2 and a half hours of game
set-up and play from three different YT channels, with another two plus hours still left to go. So
far, I’ve seen that this game includes nearly 30 playable characters, but the main quest always
stays the same. Even if this game had 100 heroes to play with, it would still have the main
objective of chasing the same necromancer all across the board. That gives me the idea that replayability for this game will be very dull. How about this, game designers? Instead of 30 welldefined characters on 1 quest to kill 1 necromancer, how about 10 well-defined characters on
several quests to kill that same necromancer, and what, maybe his evil twin sister or something.
In Diablo II, we had three main Boss Monsters in Baal, Mephisto and Diablo, plus two other
level bosses in Andariel and Duriel, and that game was extremely popular with only 7 welldefined characters. I don’t see it being very pragmatic in paying $134 dollars for a game with
only 1 mission.
Update: The game is visually gorgeous, the character cards are elegant and sophisticated,
and the game play is very smooth. The downside is that, as I stated before, there is only one
primary quest and one primary nemesis. This game is not worth 134 of my dollars. You may not
consider this a fair comparison, but to me, I could buy a ton of second hand fantasy books, comic
books or DVD movies for that same amount of money and keep myself entertained just as much
as I will by buying just this one game with its one mission and its very limited replay factor.
Thunderstone (And Thunderstone Advance) Card Game - (The price varies on this one.
The original game is listed at $45, while the Advance Starter is at $35.)
* Minus - Two reviewers stated that the basic game took too long and tended to become
stagnant often. They did try to promote the positives of this game, but they always ended up
going back to the gripes and complaints.
* Minus - The game plays too much like poker, where the value of a single card is based
more on the mechanics of the game than on having an adventure with heroes. I kind of soured on
this type of game dynamic after my reviews of Pathfinder and the Lord Of The Rings card
games.
* Minus - This game has absolutely no lore. The titles on the cards are very simple and
superficial. Whatever item you pick up doesn’t really matter, only the stats that are described on
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the card’s info box. Also, I saw several instances where a player drew a negative card and the
penalty was for the player to remove cards from his deck. This game is basically a deck building
poker game with adventurous titles on its components but no real RPG elements or adventures in
it.
Thunderstone conclusion - I don’t think this game is bad, but it isn’t quite what I’m looking
for. I could not find all that many tutorials, first of all, and the ones I did find included not just
the base game but also the later expansions of cards and updated rules. If I purchased the entire
set, I think I would find the game as enjoyable as I found Magic The Gathering, which is fine,
but still. I want something with a little more sense of movement and of accomplishing quests
than simply removing cards from my hand and drawing more cards from the pile while I crunch
potentialities around in my head.
Sword & Sorcery Board Game - ($75)
* Even - The game is a dungeon crawler, which I don’t like, but it focuses on exploration,
looting and character progression, that I do like.
* Plus - Many facets of this game remind me Diablo II, including character abilities and
looting. Specific characters can only use some items. A backpack keeps track of extra gear just
like the stash in the Diablo games. (They even have town portals!)
* Minus - This game has a million little pieces to keep track of.
* Even - Three gamers played a co-op game, and at the start two of them complained that
this game was difficult to learn. In two previous videos, I didn’t think the game play was all that
tough. Update: Now that I think back on it, I did recall several times when the previous
reviewers kept forgetting the rules.
* Minus - The scenarios look too tightly controlled. Characters have to follow a set tile map
and go past areas with anchored monster spawns and waypoints. I was looking for more of an
open environment and the potential to have unexpected things happen.
Sword & Sorcery conclusion - Overall, this game looked like it played fine once the players
got a good grasp of the rules. I liked most of it, except for the tightly managed missions and the
many times when players had to look up rules or recalled some detail for their character after
their turn was over. The tight scenario I can live with, especially after one player mentioned there
are 22 missions to get through. I’m not going to buy a bookshelf full of games either, so learning
the semi-complicated rules won’t be that big a deal for me, as I won’t have to sort that out in my
head from a bunch of rules for other board games. The biggest downer for my frugal self is the
price.
Gloom Of Kilforth Card Game - ($92 for base game plus expansions.)
* Even - The characters are customizable with different races and classes, but there are
penalties if two or more players want to play in the same class, such as two arcane or martial arts
specialists. The penalty is that they have to share the same class deck of cards, so their choices
are basically cut in half when drawing from the specific character pile. Also, there are some
unusual combinations, such as vampire mage or vampire warrior, that seem awkward.
* Minus - If you choose a race card, it has an image of a character on it. If you choose a
class card, it shows an image of another person. This is pointless for me. Say I chose a female
orc, and her class card shows a human male wizard. Where is the continuity in that? If my
character is a warrior, a mage or an archer, why not simply show the tools of the trade, such as
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battle weapons, a magic wand / staff or a bow and arrow, respectively. Having humans in an
action poses to represent classes for different races was a bad idea.
* Minus - Shuffling the location cards and sorting them out into a 5 by 5 grid pattern creates
the game board. This makes the map random every time the game is played, but there is a
disadvantage. Some locations are short cuts to other locations. The place you want to get to
might be on one side of the map, while the short cut might be all the way across. I haven’t seen
the game play yet, so this might be wrong, but if Player A has a quest or item to get and is
halfway across the map, Player B could potentially use the faraway shortcut and get to the
necessary location first and loot while Player A watches in utter helplessness.
* Plus - Locations have normal and evil atmospheric levels. That’s cool.
* Even - The game has a ton of different decks for character back-stories, locations and all
sorts of other aspects. This can be good and bad, as for example, the plot cards are actually a
sequential story that is read through like an interlude to game play. Also, I did not like the
randomness of creating the map. At least this game doesn’t have a million little tokens to have to
sort into piles and put away after every game. Update: Maybe I was wrong about the lack of
tokens. Each character has 12 little pieces, including, how cute, little red and black hearts, to put
on or around his or her card.
* Minus - Here is another peeve for me. So you choose a character, and you want that
character to be a wizard. Your character takes the trouble to learn spells and advance as a mage,
right? Well, when it is time to complete the chapter, you sell those spells you went through all
that trouble to learn and you can’t use them anymore. Weak! What did your wizard do, un-learn
them?
Gloom Of Kilforth conclusion - Some facets of this game looked fine with the play-through
videos, but there were many occasions when players skipped details and couldn’t go back to
change them. A typical game only uses a small amount of cards, leading to different outcomes in
every game, but there is a very narrow story path, so the changes are minute instead of broad.
Finding a loot token worth 4 gold instead of 2 gold might sound appealing and diverse to some,
but I think I want something with a broader reach. Besides, I’m not paying over $90 bucks for a
game that doesn’t even come with a board.
Return Of The Heroes - (Out of print. Good luck finding a copy. Amazon had one at $99.)
* Minus - My first impression is that while the game mechanics are decent, not a whole lot
of background was put into developing the characters or where they live. The characters are
vague and generic. The locations don’t even have names, just stereotypes like ‘temple.’
* Minus - The quests and rewards are very generic as well. Some quests are simple (and
dumb) like buy Item A and take it to Person B. The rewards are things like 1 extra hit point. Why
would you even do this instead of going to look for bad guys?
* Minus - Going with this generic storyboard idea, the villains seem to pop out of places
with no good reason for being there. There is no explanation for how they got there, or for why
they have decided to be combative toward the heroes. Don’t they know the way to the castle?
Did they get lost way over on the far sides of the board?
* Minus - The game is too tightly controlled. Instead of saying ‘go to the forest’ for some
errand, it says go to spot A7 or something similar. This takes away from the feel of an adventure
and makes it a math grid.
Return Of The Heroes conclusion - I don’t know about this game. I like about a third of it,
but the other two thirds don’t make sense or seem like quirky game mechanics. In the reviews
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and game play examples, the characters kept having to do dumb errands, and later they would
have to buy something but have no gold on them. There are some weird short cuts that only
certain characters can find, and magic brooms or horses for other characters to use, but
everything costs gold to buy, and there isn’t enough gold to start with so the characters end up
doing nothing for a turn or two until they can afford an item. That item is important, so it has to
be purchased, and it makes the game stall out too much, which is a big minus for me.
Legends Of Andor - ($38)
* Minus - Like Return Of The Heroes, the game has tight parameters. Villains have to be
put on specific spots, and they move mechanically from one spot to the next.
* Minus - The characters are limited to 7-hour days, and they have a limited time to
accomplish their quests. What kind of self-respecting hero goes home after 7 hours?
* Minus - There are penalties for killing monsters. Makes all kinds of sense, right? This
causes the timer to advance. So, you don’t want to kill too many baddies, but at the same time,
they’re always moving towards your castle to destroy it. Nice game mechanic, designers.
* Minus - The board map is set up in a grid pattern and numbered, but the numbers don’t
seem to be laid out in a logical order. Two game play videos had players looking around for
where to put down the automatically spawning monsters.
* Plus - I like the way new gear is equipped on a character. This includes armor, weapons
and even trained fowl.
* Plus - Characters come in both male and female versions. Gloom Of Kilforth had this
feature too, but I did not like some of the artwork, specifically the female orc.
Legends Of Andor conclusion - Wow, here is a game that is actually affordable for me. I
like the character cards and the board’s look, but I don’t like the numbering and I especially
don’t like the 7-hour timer and the penalty for killing monsters. The story is very clunky; it might
as well be a bunch of zombies spontaneously spawning in pre-destined spots like town
cemeteries. The monsters head for the castle regardless, like zombies looking for a shopping
mall, one at a time instead of in organized packs or even pairs. The hero skills and movement is
okay to good, but like I said, the 7-hour time limit really bugs me.
#####
Pre-Conclusion
Here is my progress so far:
Pathfinder - deck builder, poker game, weak story, gets expensive with expansions,
expansions are necessary for leveling characters, some quests require multiple players, no
diversity
LOTR - deck builder, poker game, some story, gets expensive with expansions, expansions
are necessary for leveling characters, some diversity
Mage Knight - too difficult for my intended game play, too many little pieces to keep track
of, I don’t like the game’s premise of attacking peaceful locations, little diversity
Runebound - bad game mechanics using tokens instead of dice for combat, and for forcing
co-op players to take over monsters and attack other co-op players
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Darkest Night - too much emphasis on characters, which are awesome, but too little on
creating different play scenarios and quests, very expensive game
Thunderstone - deck builder, poker game, no lore, boring
Sword & Sorcery - dungeon crawler, tight quests, tile map, possibly too difficult, good
characters, good advancement and ability to equip better items
Gloom Of Kilforth - poker game, awkward characters, weird map configurations,
expensive, art was a little savage and unappealing
Return Of The Heroes - characters are vague and generic, missions are pointless and
sometimes even dumb
Legends Of Andor - bad game mechanics, good characters, little story, affordable
Other games I reviewed but didn’t write down notes for:
Gloomhaven - some characters perform a few campaigns and then disappear, so you have
to become someone else to keep playing, very complex and very diverse, many options, too
expensive
Descent - too hard for single player, too much thinking, not enough doing, looked boring
Now we’re getting down to the wire. First off, I don’t have a gaming budget, a movie
budget and other kinds of budgets. I have a general entertainment budget. For me to spend $100
bucks on a board game is ridiculous. I could head out to the pawn shop and buy 10 fantasy
movies for that much, or I could go to the thrift store and buy 50 fiction novels. I’m not planning
on buying a shelf full of games like most of these gamers have sitting in the background of their
videos. I want one fantasy board game, one horror board game, and maybe one science fiction
board game, and that is it. This is why I’m taking my time and exploring as much as I can of
what is out there. My limited budget has to go a long way into finding an adventure game that
will make me happy for a long time.
There are many aspects of the games that I liked. Some games have excellent characters and
some have good stories and lore. Some games have good mechanics that made me feel as if the
players were actually doing something, as opposed to staring at cards and crunching numbers or
making predictions in my head. Some games had great artwork, but their characters and lore had
no depth.
Then you have all these Meeple lovers (miniature people, or plastic wannabe army soldiers).
This crowd of miniature collectors is driving up the price of these board games, just so they can
spend hours and hours painting them and setting them into display cases. I get the collector
angle, as I’ve collected plenty of things myself in the past, but I don’t want to stare at a gray, red
or blue plastic figure when I could be looking at cardboard stand-up that is in full color.
Whatever game I end up buying, I’ll probably set the little Meeple aside and use glass markers
for, like the ones that come with Magic The Gathering. My imagination can bring my character
to life a lot better than a tiny plastic man or woman with a weapon that got bent from shipping.
I was initially planning on spending $50 to $60 dollars. Gloomhaven and Darkest Night
looked pretty good, but they are too far out of my price range. Runebound and Legends Of
Andor were okay, but they both had big red flags pop up with their unusual game mechanics.
Andor was the most affordable game at under $40 bucks. I have to adjust my budget upwards
just so I can have a game fall within my parameters. That game is Sword & Sorcery.
I’ve already bookmarked several additional S&S un-boxing, review and game play videos
for another round of examination. If I end up buying any game at all, it will probably be this one.
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It has some familiar aspects to it built-in and it has good characters. I don’t like the dungeon
crawler look to it, but my favorite video game was Diablo II, which was a dungeon crawler on a
massive scale.
Incidentally, I kept bumping into several high-rated horror board games while searching for
a good fantasy one. Several of these got me excited, and more so than many of the titles I’ve
reviewed for this article. Among these are Arkham Horror, Shadows Of Brimstone, Ghost
Stories, T.I.M.E Stories and Kingdom Death: Monster. I’m on a medieval fantasy kick right now,
but when I switch over to the scary stuff, I’ll be looking at those games first.
#####
Second Round
Sword & Sorcery * Minus - One of the sponsored YT reviews tried so hard to sell the game with his words
that it really turned me off. He said he was glad the game came with 10-sided dice, because he
didn’t like 6-sided dice or ‘something weird like that.’ I guess six-sided dice aren’t that common
in dice rolling RPG games. Really? Also, this same chump said the game was worth buying
because the tiles didn’t warp after regular usage. Another car salesman pitch he made is that he
saw the game played at a gaming convention ‘more than once.’
Update: This is a day later, and this fake review is still bothering me. At the close of his
review, this jerk said the game would appeal to players who like complex games, but that his
family that liked easy games also loved it. It was clear by the man’s shift in body language that
he got caught up with his spiel, so he had to bring in the damage control right away and reach out
to pacify the broader audience. This makes me wonder if I can trust any of these big Youtube
channels that are sponsored by game stores.
On the review I’m watching now by another sponsored channel, the new jerk is saying that I
should buy the plastic doors and chests that are additional to the base game, because they are
‘really nice’ and inexpensive. He’s making the plastic bits sound as if the game plays better with
them.
A good 80% of the reviews I have watched come from sponsored channels. This is why I
have watched a lot of un-boxing and game play videos from non-sponsored regular players and
gaming groups. The bigger channels are being propped up by the gaming stores and developers,
and they get free games they can try out, so of course they usually won’t say anything bad about
the merchandise. That’s another reason why I’m going by my instincts and writing down all of
the negatives I’m seeing, instead of getting caught up in the propaganda and buying a bad game
that will end up sitting on my shelf instead of being played. Okay, rant over.
* Minus - The official rulebook has 55 pages of rules, and then the scenario book has even
more. One reviewer complained about having to look in both books to find an answer to his
question.
* Minus - I heard more concerns about plastic Meeple with bent weapons. It would really
peeve me to have a character figure that is damaged right out of a new box.
* Even - Earlier, someone mentioned there were 22 campaigns in this game. Now I’m
hearing there are eight. I’ll have to check on the official game site.
* Minus - This is a dungeon crawler. I wasn’t too keen on this type of game early on, but I
thought because I liked the characters and some of the game dynamics that this would be my
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game. After having watched some 20 videos for Sword & Sorcery, I’ve changed my mind. For
all the talk about this game having a dynamic story and how great the Book of Secrets is, all I’m
seeing is the same progression, the same monsters and the same combat on the same tiles.
Several reviewers say things get better on the second campaign or mission, but guess what? They
didn’t play that next mission and they didn’t post it, so I can’t see it for myself. They’re all
playing the same introductory mission.
* Minus - Apparently the bad guys can smell gold, or at least the gremlins can. They have a
preference for attacking the wealthiest hero. Damn those liberal monsters!
* Minus - Even the weapon and armor cards are overpopulated with symbols. Some of this
makes sense, such as stronger heroes being able to pick up heavy, two-handed weapons.
However, some of this is sure to have me going to the rulebook often, such as when armor adds
additional blue dice rolls.
* Minus - The first scenario has four gremlin villains. Once you fight a couple of them,
you’ll know right away which two are coming next. These monsters are at Low and Medium
difficulty, and they are always found in the same four spots. Some reviewers say this game has a
good replay value, but if the rest of the campaigns are set up this same way, I don’t see a whole
lot of novelty. That’s probably the reason why so much detailed tweaking was done to the
characters, their gear, and all these event cards. The game will bog players down with
monotonous details so they won’t see the monotony of taking the same route through the same
dungeon and fighting the same enemies every single time.
* Minus - If certain villains get attacked, they automatically deal damage to heroes without
actually attacking a hero. I saw this same crappy mechanism in LOTR, where a hero shows up
and suddenly the bad guys are hurt. I’d rather have multiple rounds of combat back and forth
between the good guys and the bad, over nonsense stipulations like this. Those combat dice rolls
will make me feel like I’m actually doing something.
Sword & Sorcery conclusion - I thought this was my game, but it isn’t. Some of this is
because of the biased sponsored reviewers saying how great and dynamic it is, but that doesn’t
show up in the game play videos by the smaller channels. I want my characters climbing
mountains and traveling through forests, and not stuck in a dungeon all the time.
That makes me revisit my list for games with broader scopes. Let’s see, among my next
choices are Runebound, Legends Of Andor and as a dark horse candidate, Mage Knight. I figure
I’ll be playing my future game solo most of the time, so maybe I can overlook the way
Runebound forces co-op players to become bad guys, and using tokens instead of dice. (I got
used to playing opposing teams through my baseball games.) The Andor game doesn’t appeal to
me as much with its 7-hour days, its randomly spawning monsters, its badly numbered grid map
and its limited objective of preventing monsters from reaching the castle. If I want to be a Sith
Lord mathematician attacking a peaceful population, I guess I can have another look at Mage
Knight.
Because I am a Gemini that can’t make up his mind, and because I’ve warmed up to the
idea of some of the more unusual game innovations, I’ve gone back to have another look at a few
of these games.
* General Rant - A lot of games allow for adding dice or re-rolling during combat, and
choosing the best result. Sorry, but that’s cheating to me. In my view, you roll the dice, and you
live and die by that dice roll. All of these extra dice rolls or re-rolls are like when one of my
baseball players struck out in a game, but then I re-roll and he hits a home run. Like I said, that’s
cheating.
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Gloom Of Kilforth - In all the reviews I’ve seen, players have always played as the
Vampire race, with diverse classes such as mage, ranger and warrior. Also, compared to a fixed
campaign tile map, the idea of setting out locations cards to create a new map every time has a
much better appeal than before.
* Minus - Characters have to pay gold to enter cities under siege. I understand having to pay
off bandits, and having to purchase items, but the concept of a sneaky character having to pay to
get into a populated place doesn’t jell with me.
Gloom Of Kilforth conclusion - Yeah, this might work if I choose a card game instead of a
board game. It looks like it has a little more dynamism and story than either Pathfinder or LOTR.
Gloomhaven * Minus - For a co-op game, there is a game mechanic where players have certain hidden
agendas they keep from other players. This feels like a backstabbing move to me. Maybe co-op
doesn’t mean what I think it means?
* Minus - I don’t like the way some tiles are populated once they are encountered. It looks
tedious to stop the game and dig into the piles of tokens for monsters and chests. Besides, the
element of surprise is lost when players see the new tokens being added.
* Minus - In higher levels, the tile map is smaller and the monsters are numerous and
packed in together tight. The entire chapter or campaign segment is just trying to survive while
trying to cross a mere two tiles. Basically, this is extended combat until one side falls. I don’t
like this because of the constrictions of the scenario. The heroes can’t go forward unless they
fight, and they can’t move back or sideways to break up the villain horde and take them out one
or two at a time, with the last enemy being the boss monster. That was one of the big strategies
of playing Diablo II, where players had to think up ways to separate enemies before taking on the
big baddie last. Oh, and then the next tile comes along, and here come another bunch of villains.
* Even - There are occasions when high level characters will cause a tremendous amount of
damage. I saw a sorceress use an Area Of Effect attack on six monsters and cause 35 points of
damage. The bad thing is that combat fighters and weaker heroes are not able to do that.
Gloomhaven conclusion - Early on during my research, I did watch a good number of
videos for this game. I was excited with the tons of characters and the supposedly unlimited
variety of quests that could be played with them. The biggest downer was the price tag. I passed
on it, but I did observe some elements I liked, to compare and contrast those with the more
affordable games out there. Later, I found out about Darkest Night. That is another high priced
game with incredibly diverse playing options. If I had the money, and if I could choose only one
of those games, it would be a toss up. Both games have tons of well-developed characters and a
lot of options. Darkest Night has the problem of one single mission, while Gloomhaven has the
drawback that forces a player to ‘retire’ his characters instead of playing the entire game with
them. At higher levels, I think GH has more complex rules and less comparable story to drive its
quests, so the slight nudge would probably go to Darkest Night.
Runebound 3rd Edition * Minus - I’ve heard at least two gripes about putting the terrain stickers on the blank dice.
Reviewers are saying the stickers peel off too easily.
* Even - During one game play video, the two players made the combat look tough and
boring. In another, a solo player made it look, not easy, but at least challenging and anticipatory,
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where I thought, yes this is complicated to go back and forth, but I do have enough interest that I
want to see what happens next. The presentation of the game play videos makes a big difference.
* Plus - With the open board, a player can move his character anywhere at times. This is a
lot better than following a strictly controlled campaign like in Sword & Sorcery.
#####
Conclusion
I never wrote a conclusion for this article at the time I first started it in January of 2018. The
game I finally ended up buying was Runebound 3rd Edition. I played it often for about a year
and a half before I started getting tired of setting up the game board and its hundreds of little
pieces and cards, and of anticipating the mental knots I’d have to go through during every turn.
Early in 2020, I passed the game along to my youngest son.
Runebound was much better than I expected it to be. It has a good mix of heroic characters
to play with in the base set, and a tremendous amount of miniature cards for gaining skills and
buying items. Questing can take you to faraway places, sometimes with a payoff but sometimes
not. The interaction cards give you brief challenges and add lore to the depth of the game, you
have random monsters showing up in unexpected places, and the social event cards can go a long
way into lightening the mood.
One of the best features of the game, that I didn’t think I would like at first, was to shake the
rune tokens to see what the combat results would be. There were so many times when I was an
inch away from beating a villain, but he survived with only a couple of life points, and in the
counterattack the baddie trounced me and it was over. I think it was incredible that the game
would have such a good balance. I couldn’t always beat the level Boss at the end, but when I did
it was very satisfying.
Another concept that I didn’t like at first was that I would have to control the combat of the
villain. After having done it, for me personally it wasn’t that big a deal anymore. In solo gameplay, yes, you’re trying to defeat your hero every time your roll for the villain, but unless you can
snap your fingers and have somebody do that for you, you’re stuck with doing it yourself. I did
learn to enjoy this aspect of the game in the end.
I would say that I was 90% satisfied with this purchase. The complaints were few, but they
didn’t really start to bother me until after I had played this game for an entire year because the
game was so fun. I did not like having to go all the way across the map to complete a quest, and
then some other quest pops up and I’m running back across the board to get an item before
another hero got it. I didn’t like having to cross the map to purchase an item at a specific shop,
either. Also, you work really hard to gear up, and at the end of the game all of that gets discarded
and you start over fresh in the next game. I had to learn to cope with that idea.
Playing with 2 heroes was much better than playing as 4, because the more characters you
have in the game, the less gold is available and the less gear you can buy. One of the reviewers
said to add an hour of game time for every hero you play, and that is very true. I played games
with one hero that lasted about an hour and a half, and games with eight players that literally
took the entire day. The reason for this is that a player has to factor in so many different variables
during each round, in anticipation for future events. This mind-numbing projecting and
calculating wasn’t that bad for me, even with eight heroes to deal with, but it did make for
insanely long games.
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In the second act, the bad guys got progressively stronger, and the end Boss was always
tough to beat. Sometimes I managed to get a hero overpowered in Act II, and the end Boss still
wasted him after a couple of combat rounds. Other heroes I had a difficult time building up,
especially the mage classes, because the magic skills and gear did not enter the game fast
enough, or couldn’t be earned through the event cards.
I purchased 3 or 4 of the expansion packs. The expansion stories were good, and also the
new Bosses, but the extra heroes, their one new skill and their added cards didn’t really add a
whole lot of better game experience for me.
I loved tinkering with this game as well. I would deliberately start heroes off with a low
level item, or I would have them fight each other if they ever ended up on the same space. I
added sidekicks, and drew two monsters instead of one during each combat, and I would either
split the loot evenly or build up the main hero and pass leftovers to the ally. I played as four to
eight characters at once, which is incredibly hard to keep track of when it comes to skills and
abilities, and I would have them fight it out until one hero was left standing at the end of Act II. I
even kept track of game-play at times, so I could see how well the story advanced, and I used
that for inspiration in one of my novels.
I had found the game that I had hoped to find in Runebound, and I did so because I took
several weeks to see what was out there, and to compare that to what I had in mind as the perfect
game for me. I did everything I could think of to innovate the game to my liking, or I’d play the
game the way it was designed, and I had a lot of fun both ways. The biggest reason I gave the
game to my young son, who lives far away from me, is because he showed an interest in RPG
games and I wanted to pass the fun experience over to him.
This game was great for its mind-crunching turns, and it was also great for giving me the
impression of movement across fantastic lands and the feeling of accomplishment when I crafted
a hero for those two long acts and defeated the Boss at the end, or if the Boss beat me, to get me
motivated to play again with the same hero for a rematch. From all the games I reviewed, I think
this was the best match for a Diablo II type board game, at an affordable price and with the
added bonus if developing critical thinking skills, that is out there on the market today.
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